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Research Article

Implementation and Implication
of Ignoring Small Polyps at
Colonoscopy
Abstract
Background and Aim: CT colonography has promoted a new paradigm, that up-to 2 polyps
≤5mm can be left in-situ and followed. In contrast, endoscopists identify and remove all colorectal
polyps, regardless of size. We evaluated whether and how endoscopists might implement a plan of
ignoring small polyps in clinical practice.
Methods: We prospectively queried endoscopists as they encountered small polyps with a
hypothetical question: “If you accepted and believed in a new paradigm that a polyp ≤5mm does
not need to be endoscopically removed, would you remove this polyp?” We assessed how the new
paradigm would be implemented by gastroenterologists and the pathologic impact of ignoring polyps’
≤5mm.
Results: Of 141 patients undergoing colonoscopy, 55 (39%) had polyps and 35 (24.8%) had only
small polyps ≤5mm. Endoscopists were agreeable to implementing the new paradigm of not removing
small polyps in 17/35 (48.6%) patients. Of patients with only small polyps where endoscopists agreed
to forego removal, 13/17 (76.5%) had ≥1 adenomatous polyp. Among the 18/35 subjects for whom the
endoscopists would remove the small polyp because of appearance or clinical situation, 12/18 (66.7%)
had ≥1 adenoma (p=0.521). If polyps in subjects with only diminutive polyps were ignored, 35/55 (64%)
of colonoscopies with therapy would be obviated, at an impact of not removing small adenomas in
approximately 75% (25/35).
Conclusion: Ignoring polyps’ ≤5mm reduces therapeutic colonoscopy at a price of missing a
substantial number of small adenomas.

Introduction
Small (≤5mm) polyps are much more frequently encountered
than medium (6-9mm) or large sized (≥10 mm) polyps. In a study
of 4,967 patients undergoing colonoscopy, 1,025 polyps ≤5mm, 247
polyps between 6-9mm, and 89 polyps ≥10 mm in size were detected
[1]. When a small polyp is found in conjunction with a larger polyp,
the small polyp’s impact on cost is less significant. Presuming that
the medium or large sized polyp will be removed, the procedure will
include a polypectomy. Furthermore, the equipment charge may be
redundant, since the same instrument may be used to remove the
small and large polyp. However, when only small polyps are found,
procedure costs such as equipment, facility fee for polypectomy,
physician fee for polypectomy, and pathology fee are determined by
small polyps. Not removing small polyps, while sparing cost, does
have potential consequences. Specifically, adenomatous polyps that
would have been removed will remain, with the potential to advance
over time. Only rarely do small adenomas have histologic features
consistent with advanced adenomas [2-4]. The natural history of
small adenomas is unknown, though some studies suggest that small
adenomas are not associated with significant long term risk for
colorectal cancer [5]. New, creative approaches to minimizing the cost
of removal of small polyps have been suggested. One such approach
is to remove polyps, but discard them and not submit them for
pathologic analysis, obviating the pathology cost, under the premise

that the polyps are unlikely to be significant [6-9]. While this approach
does eliminate pathology costs, it does not eliminate the facility or
physician fee for polypectomy, or the equipment costs. Others are
pursuing the longstanding quest to differentiate hyperplasic from
adenomatous polyps using technology. A recent prospective study
evaluated the use of Fuji Intelligent Color Enhancement (FICE) with
and without magnification for the identification of polyp histology
[10]. FICE with high magnification had a better accuracy in detecting
polyp histology than FICE without high magnification, particularly
for diminutive polyps. Among 763 patients undergoing surveillance
colonoscopy, the overall accuracy of detection of diminutive polyps
≤5 mm in size by FICE with high magnification was 85.4% compared
to an accuracy of 79.1% for FICE without magnification (p<0.05) [10].
Similarly, the accuracy of diagnosing adenomatous polyps less than
10 mm using FICE with high magnification was better compared to
the use of FICE without high magnification (87% vs. 80.4%; p<0.05)
[10]. Chromoendoscopy, narrow band imaging, and autofluorescence
imaging are also under study for real time pathologic assessment
[6,11-13].
CT colonography has suggested yet another approach. Current
guidelines have recommended ignoring polyps’ ≤5mm and leave them
in situ [14,15]. We explored whether endoscopists would be willing
to ignore small polyps, and what the consequence would be in terms
of polypectomy procedures that could be avoided and adenomas that
would remain in situ should such a policy be implemented. All of the
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adenomas that were encountered in our study were categorized as a
histologic grade of low grade dysplasia.

141 patients undergoing
colonoscopy

Methods
Physician participation
Five endoscopists from the University of Pittsburgh Medical
Center participated. These endoscopists performed between
7-27 colonoscopies per week on average. The endoscopists were
predominantly dedicated to clinical care, and routinely managed
patients with colorectal polyps. The physicians signed informed
consent at the initiation of the study that allowed the researchers to
query them about management of small colorectal polyps during the
endoscopic procedure.

55 patients with
polyps (39%)

86 patients with no
polyps (61%)

Patient participation
Patients provided informed consent prior to their colonoscopy.
The consent permitted the researcher to obtain demographic data,
personal risk factors such as family history, procedure details, direct
observation of the procedure, and review of pathologic records
post-procedure. Patients between the ages of 18 and 90 years were
included. There were no exclusion criteria; however, patients with
colonoscopy procedures were no small polyps were encountered did
not provide useful data for analysis.

35 patients with
ONLY polyps ≤5mm
(24.8%)

Figure 1:

Study procedure
The endoscopists performed colonoscopy and removed polyps
as they were accustomed. There was no change to medical practice.
However, when polyps were encountered that were to be removed,
the research investigator prospectively queried the endoscopist as
they encountered small polyps about the characteristics of the polyp
including location and size. With regard to the management of small
polyps, a hypothetical question was posed, «If you accepted and
believed in a new paradigm, that a polyp ≤5 mm size does not need to be
endoscopically removed, would you remove this polyp?» Subsequent
to the procedure, the electronic medical record was assessed and the
pathologic status of the removed polyps was determined. We then
assessed the pathologic impact of ignoring polyps’ ≤5mm.

Statistical analysis
Pearson Chi square and independent sample t-test were used
for statistical comparison. The power calculation assumed that the
chi-square statistic primarily reflected differences between clinicians
rather than between subjects because each clinician sees many
subjects. If the mean for physician preference for removal of small
polyps is 40%, at a level of 0.05 we had 80% power to detect a standard
deviation (among the clinicians) of approximately 6% or greater. A
p-value<0.05 was considered significant.

Results
Among 5 endoscopists, 141 patients (63 males and 78 females)
were recruited. Of the patients undergoing colonoscopy, 53.9%
underwent testing for screening, 35.4% for surveillance, and the
rest were for abdominal pain, iron deficiency anemia, or work up of
gastrointestinal bleeding. Approximately 29 ± 1.2 (SD) patients were
recruited per endoscopist. As displayed in Figure 1, 39% (N=55) had
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any polyp and 24.8% (N=35) had only small polyps ≤5 mm. Of the
35 patients with small polyps, 20 (57.1%) underwent colonoscopy
with forceps biopsy and 14 (40%) underwent colonoscopy with snare
polypectomy, while one patient required both. As demonstrated
in Table 1, endoscopists were agreeable to implementing the new
paradigm of not removing small polyps in 17/35 (48.6%) patients.
Of patients with small polyps where endoscopists agreed to forego
removal, 13/17 patients (76.5%) had ≥ 1 adenomatous polyp (all of
which were of a low grade histology grade). Among the 18/35 subjects
for whom the endoscopists would not leave the polyp(s) in situ
and would remove because of the appearance or clinical situation,
12/18 (66.7%) had ≥ 1 adenoma (histology grade of low grade
dysplasia) (p=0.521). If polyps in subjects with only polyps ≤5 mm
were ignored, 35/55 (64%) of colonoscopy procedures with therapy
would be obviated, at an impact of not removing small adenomas in
approximately 75% (25/35).

Discussion
Colonoscopy enables polypectomy, preventing benign colorectal
adenomatous polyps from progressing to invasive cancer. Studies of
fecal occult blood testing and flexible sigmoidoscopy demonstrate that
subjects who undergo screening with polypectomy, have a reduced
incidence of subsequent CRC [16,17]. Whether all polypectomy is
equivalent in preventing subsequent cancer is unclear. For example,
removing advanced adenomas presumably has a greater effect on
preventing subsequent cancer, since these adenomas have a greater
proclivity for evolving into cancer [18,19]. While it is known that
small polyps are less likely to be advanced [20-22], it is not known
how often small polyps advance to cancer. Small polyps, being
substantially more common, consume considerable management
resources. Some studies have suggested that small polyps are not
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Table 1: Acceptance of paradigm among endoscopists in patients with ≥1
adenomatous polyp.

Accepting of
Paradigm

Detected ≥ 1 Adenomatous Polyp
YES

NO

Total

Yes (no removal needed)

13

4

17

No (removal needed)

12

6

18

Total

25

10

35

of concern [2] and that new approaches to their management be
considered [23]. In our sample, ignoring polyps’ ≤ 5 mm in diameter
would obviate polypectomy in 64% of subjects currently undergoing
polypectomy, but at a cost of missing adenomas in 75% of those
subjects. Routine visual assessment by endoscopists without the
benefit of technologic tools such as enhanced imaging was unable to
differentiate between adenomatous and hyperplastic polyps, as has
been previously reported [24,25]. The endoscopist’s determination of
whether a given polyp should remain or be removed did not associate
with the pathologic diagnosis of adenoma.
While ignoring small polyps would reduce overall therapeutic
endoscopy procedures by 64%, endoscopists would only
hypothetically agree to do so in under 50% of cases. Their reticence in
agreeing to leave polyps in situ is expected and not surprising. Given
the established knowledge that polypectomy reduces subsequent
cancer incidence [17,26], the fact that three-fourths of the small
polyps encountered in this study were adenomas with a low grade
dysplasia histologic grade, is strong justification against leaving
polyps in situ. Unless additional data prove that small adenomas do
not associate with subsequent cancer, it will be difficult to convince
endoscopists to change their practice regarding the need for excision.
Furthermore, routine white light endoscopy is not discerning enough
to provide accurate real time histology.
A major limitation of this study is the artificial nature of the
question we posed. Endoscopists were not asked to alter their
practice, so whether they would truly be comfortable not removing
polyps and leaving them in situ is speculative. We could not and did
not assess the natural history of small polyps. Whether leaving them
in situ will incur an increased risk of subsequent cancer is unknown.
However, clues to the natural history may be forthcoming. In the UK
study of flexible sigmoidoscopy [17], subjects in the intervention arm
with small polyps, in contrast to those with multiple or advanced
adenomas, had them removed but did not undergo subsequent
colonoscopy. It will be interesting to compare the distal cancer
incidence rate in subjects who had small and medium sized adenomas
removed compared to those with non-adenomatous polyps and those
who refused sigmoidoscopy testing, and thus did not have their
polyps taken out. The difference in distal cancer incidence across these
groups may provide insight to the relative risk of cancer associated
with small polyps. Also anticipated are studies of CT colonography
where small polyps were left in situ and observed with follow up CT
scanning years later [15,27,28]. These studies should offer insight on
the natural history of small polyps, although their limited sample size
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will probably not allow firm conclusions on whether small polyps are
associated with subsequent cancer. Other limitations of our study
include the small sample size and the limited number of participating
endoscopists.
In conclusion, ignoring polyps’ ≤5 mm would substantially
reduce therapeutic colonoscopy procedures but at a price of missing
a considerable number of small adenomas with a histologic grade
consistent with low grade dysplasia. The long term consequence of
leaving small adenomas in situ requires further study.
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